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EXTRA MESSAGE DURING THE VIGIL OF PRAYER IN THE SACRED SKY NUCLEUS, BELO
HORIZONTE, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, QUEEN OF THE AMERICAS TO
THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear children,

As Mother and Queen of this world I appeal to all of My children of the United States and of the
whole world to help so that My plans of Salvation, of Grace and of Conversion foreseen for the
month of October may be able to be fulfilled.

For this I primarily need your prayers, so that in the second place, by the gift that God has given
Me, I may be able to pour My Graces upon this nation.

My Immaculate Spirit wishes by means of your offer, to appear and give a message of peace and of
hope for all of My children of North America.

My beloveds, My Plan of Peace for these times is important and immediate.  By means of you,
those who answer to My call, I have been assisted to fulfill the designs of God for humanity and the
world in these three last years.  This has allowed me to prevent the consequences of the universal
laws in many hearts and, because of your help, many sinning and lost souls have been saved.

As I have never done before, I pray for you so that, being My Apostles of the New Time, you may
continue working by means of the heart and of immediate donation. 

My Heart reunites you in the New Sky that I open for the world, where all encounter the Mercy of
My Son and His Peace in order to be able to survive in these times.

The United States is the first nation within My Co-redeeming Project that must soon be consecrated
to My Immaculate Heart.

For this today, your lit candles represent to Me your yes to the Plan of Salvation and of pilgrimage. 
A plan that My Son has asked Me to fulfill with you in the Americas and the world.

Africa must be present in your prayers.  This continent needs to receive the Grace that has been
waiting for such a long time.  For this I need to return with My Son to the heart of Africa in order to
conclude the task that once we, the Sacred Hearts, began in Rwanda. 

In order to understand better what I ask you, I invite you My dear children, to accompany and to
help, as Marian soldiers, the mission entrusted to the visionaries in North America.  In this way you
will allow God to fulfill His Humble Will by means of His Faithful Servant.

For all that you have done together with Me, I thank you!

Peace for all.

Mary, Queen of the Americas  


